As a former Chancellor and Third Circuit judge, Collins J. Seitz wrote in the Introduction to Volume One of the Journal that "the new journal will provide the opportunity" to suggest "new approaches to old but unsolved problems" for corporate issues "emerging from the changeable fabric of our economic life." Forty five years later, I have the privilege of marking this special anniversary. My father's prediction has come true. The Journal has earned a nationwide reputation for excellence in the fast-paced and everchanging field of corporate and commercial law. Since Volume One in 1976, business transactions have become more complex. Technology propels commerce at warp speed. The law has a hard time keeping up. But every day, judges and lawyers reach for the Journal to help make sense of contemporary problems in corporate law. I congratulate the Journal for staying true to its Delaware roots, and look forward to many more years of ground-breaking scholarship from the Journal in corporate law - an area of the law that "touches the affairs of almost every citizen in some manner."